
A Level Language Summer task: Introduction to Language 

 Task 1 

1. Use the knowledge organiser to build your knowledge of grammar. You may need to research 
some additional information to support your understanding.  

 

 

2. Quiz yourself to check your knowledge of the key terms. Fill in the spaces on version of the 
knowledge organiser that is missing the key words.  

 

 

3. Quiz yourself to check your knowledge of definitions. Fill in the harder version of the knowledge 
organiser, where the definitions are missing. Definitions must be accurate, although they do not 
need to be remembered word for word.  



 

 

 

Your knowledge of these key words and definitions will be tested when you return from the summer 
holidays. 

 

Task 2 

Write a language autobiography (of around 500-750 words), explaining how you use language. 

 You could discuss: 

• How the place you were born and the place you grew up (if it’s different) have affected your language  

• How your language has changed throughout your life  

• How your friends and family influence the way you speak  

• How you use language when you speak vs how you use it on social media 

• How your language is influenced by any interest groups you belong to  

• Anything else about your use of language that you would like to share.  

Start by researching the following language concepts and include them in your autobiography:  

• Accent  

• Dialect  

• Sociolect  

• Idiolect  

The following video might also help:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAGgKE82034  

On the next page is an extract from an example of a language autobiography to give you some ideas and 
inspiration. 

 

Example Language Autobiography  

There are a number of factors which have had influence on my speech over the course of my life. The first of these is 
probably the speech of my parents. My father has a Crewe accent, whereas my mother’s accent is influenced by her 
upbringing in Nantwich and Sandbach and her parents (my Grandad was a farmer and my Grandma was originally 
from Liverpool, although she took great care not to have a scouse accent). So, my local accent was probably never as 
distinctive as that of my neighbours.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAGgKE82034


However, I did, as a child, speak with a stronger accent, especially when interacting with other children from my area. 
My upbring has influenced me in other ways, too. I continue to pronounce ‘grass’, ‘glass’, ‘bath’, with a short “a”, like the 
vowel that most Britons use in “cat”. This is often looked down upon because in Received Pronunciation and in the 
south of England most speakers use a long “ahh” vowel.  I also still use several idioms. Examples of these are: ‘It’s like 
Blackpool illuminations in here’, ‘Were you born in a barn?’, and ‘You make a better door than a window’. These 
generally sound rather old-fashioned, and perhaps humorous in tone: I would not use them in a formal situation.  

My education has also had considerable effect on my idiolect – at university my social group and general surroundings 
were such that I lost some of my accent, by process of convergence with those around me (who were, largely, speakers 
of Received Pronunciation or other ‘prestigious’ accents).  This has been accentuated by living in the south for the last 12 
years.  My accent and general speech behaviour change considerably according to context. In formal situations, I take 
care to speak in standard English. 

Please bring a copy of your language autobiography to your first lesson 

 

Task 3:  

Research interesting articles that represent strong opinions about aspects of the English Language and 
read a range of opinion texts written by professional journalists, authors and commentators.  

Caitlin Moran, Charlie Broker, David Mitchell and Polly Toynbee are good starting points. 
 
  Prepare a short presentation to explain your main research findings; for example, what you 
have identified as being most interesting in terms of the issues being raised, or in the way that 
the professional opinion writers represent their points of views. 

 

Task 4: 

1. Purchase the course textbook:  

➢ A/AS Level English Language for AQA Student Book (A Level (AS) English Language AQA) Paperback – 
4 Jun 2015 … by Marcello Giovanelli  

 

 

 

2.  Purchase subject folders, and dividers to cover the different units of the course. Your folders 
are needed in every lesson.  

 


